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KDE Programming BibleHungry Minds, 2000
(IDG Books) A tutorial packed with examples, lucid explanations, and a complete widget reference, showing how to take full advantage of the K desktop and 2/Qt toolkit for Linux. The CD-ROM contains all of the examples from the text and KDE 2/Qt core files and libraries. System requirements: Intel 486+, 156 MB+ Hard drive space, 16MB+ RAM, CD-ROM...
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C++ GUI Programming with Qt4 (2nd Edition) (Prentice Hall Open Source Software Development Series)Prentice Hall, 2008

	The Only Official, Best-Practice Guide to Qt 4.3 Programming


	Using Trolltech's Qt you can build industrial-strength C++ applications that run natively on Windows, Linux/Unix, Mac OS X, and embedded Linux without source code changes. Now, two Trolltech insiders...
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Symfony 1.3 Web Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2009
With its flexible architecture, the Symfony framework allows you to build modern web applications and web services easily and rapidly. The MVC components separate the logic from the user interface and therefore make developing, changing, and testing your applications much faster. Using Symfony you can minimize repetitive coding tasks, optimize...
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Linux Programming UnleashedSams Publishing, 1999
Linux Programming Unleashed is a complete and comprehensive reference for intermediate to advanced Linux developers that covers every possible use of Linux. Topics include: Core Linux Programming; Interprocess Communication; Device Drivers; Development Tools (make, Emacs, diff and patch, etc.); Programming the User Interface;  programming...
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Enyo: Up and RunningO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Learn how easy it is to design and build responsive, cross-platform apps with the Enyo open source JavaScript framework. With this hands-on book, Enyo contributor Roy Sutton shows you how to get started with the framework’s core object-oriented features, including its modular design, reusable and extensible components, layout...
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Application Development with Qt CreatorPackt Publishing, 2013

	Whether you're just getting started with programming, or you've settled on Qt as the GUI toolkit for your project, Qt Creator is a great choice for an Integrated Development Environment (IDE)! In this book, we work to help you make the most of Qt Creator, showing you almost every facet of using Qt Creator, from its configuration...
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JQuery UI Themes Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	Welcome to jQuery UI Themes: Beginner's Guide. This introductory text will get you started
	with developing your own themes for jQuery UI applications. Starting with the general
	concepts of user interface themes, this book walks the reader through everything from
	the most basic ideas in jQuery UI to more advanced topics such as icons...
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Blender Quick Start Guide: 3D Modeling, Animation, and Render with Eevee in Blender 2.8Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Explore the new Blender 2.8 user interface and get up to speed with creating 3D models

	
		Key Features

		
			Discover Blender 2.8’s new user interface and tools
	
			Create materials, apply textures and render scenes
	
			Use the new cutting-edge real-time render Eevee...
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Beginning Mac OS X Tiger Dashboard Widget DevelopmentWrox Press, 2006
Dashboard widgets bring local and global information to the Tiger desktop by giving you the information you need with a simple keystroke. However, there is much more to a Dashboard widget than HTML. Cascading Sheets (CSS) provide widgets with and layout while JavaScript makes the widget dynamic and provides user interaction. In this book, Fred...
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Practical REST on Rails 2 Projects (Practical Projects)Apress, 2008
Practical REST on Rails 2 Projects is a guide to joining the burgeoning world of open web applications. It argues that opening up your application can provide significant benefits and involves you in the entire process—from setting up your application, to creating clients for it, to handling success and all its attendant problems....
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JBoss Portal Server DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2009
Enterprises need more than just basic services; they need value-creating entities, which are crucial for running a successful business. Portals offer tremendous value to enterprises, and JBoss Portal Server is a popular, feature-rich open-source server that provides a standards-compliant platform for hosting functionality that serves the diverse...
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OpenCV Computer Vision with JavaPackt Publishing, 2015

	Create multiplatform computer vision desktop and web applications using the combination of OpenCV and Java


	About This Book

	
		Set up Java API for OpenCV to create popular Swing-based Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs)
	
		Process videos and images in real-time with closer to native...
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